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8. Lastly stitch out the body design.  Hoop Sticky stabilizer without peeling the protective 8. Lastly stitch out the body design.  Hoop Sticky stabilizer without peeling the protective 8. Lastly stitch out the body design.  Hoop Sticky stabilizer without peeling the protective 8. Lastly stitch out the body design.  Hoop Sticky stabilizer without peeling the protective 
paper off.  paper off.  paper off.  paper off.      
9.. Stitch first color.  Stop the machine remove hoop. Score the paper inside the body 9.. Stitch first color.  Stop the machine remove hoop. Score the paper inside the body 9.. Stitch first color.  Stop the machine remove hoop. Score the paper inside the body 9.. Stitch first color.  Stop the machine remove hoop. Score the paper inside the body 
area, tear away protective paper leaving the sticky surface.  Place batting over the sticky area, tear away protective paper leaving the sticky surface.  Place batting over the sticky area, tear away protective paper leaving the sticky surface.  Place batting over the sticky area, tear away protective paper leaving the sticky surface.  Place batting over the sticky 
area removed.area removed.area removed.area removed.    
10. Stitch second color  This ties down the batting.  Carefully cut away batting as close as 10. Stitch second color  This ties down the batting.  Carefully cut away batting as close as 10. Stitch second color  This ties down the batting.  Carefully cut away batting as close as 10. Stitch second color  This ties down the batting.  Carefully cut away batting as close as 
you can to stitching.you can to stitching.you can to stitching.you can to stitching.    
11. Score the paper around the body and tear back protective paper revealing the sticky 11. Score the paper around the body and tear back protective paper revealing the sticky 11. Score the paper around the body and tear back protective paper revealing the sticky 11. Score the paper around the body and tear back protective paper revealing the sticky 
surface all around the batted body.  surface all around the batted body.  surface all around the batted body.  surface all around the batted body.      
12. Next will be the white bottom of the shark. After the placement line, lay the white fabric 12. Next will be the white bottom of the shark. After the placement line, lay the white fabric 12. Next will be the white bottom of the shark. After the placement line, lay the white fabric 12. Next will be the white bottom of the shark. After the placement line, lay the white fabric 
covering the batting and at least 1/2” around the area. covering the batting and at least 1/2” around the area. covering the batting and at least 1/2” around the area. covering the batting and at least 1/2” around the area.     
13. Place the appliqué fabric over the placement line and stitch tie down.  The yellow line 13. Place the appliqué fabric over the placement line and stitch tie down.  The yellow line 13. Place the appliqué fabric over the placement line and stitch tie down.  The yellow line 13. Place the appliqué fabric over the placement line and stitch tie down.  The yellow line 
will stitch next to show to cut excess white fabric on the body.  Do not cut around the en-will stitch next to show to cut excess white fabric on the body.  Do not cut around the en-will stitch next to show to cut excess white fabric on the body.  Do not cut around the en-will stitch next to show to cut excess white fabric on the body.  Do not cut around the en-
tire white area only the side with the yellow cut line.  tire white area only the side with the yellow cut line.  tire white area only the side with the yellow cut line.  tire white area only the side with the yellow cut line.      
14.14.14.14.     Next is the placement line for the top of the shark body.  Follow the same steps as the  Next is the placement line for the top of the shark body.  Follow the same steps as the  Next is the placement line for the top of the shark body.  Follow the same steps as the  Next is the placement line for the top of the shark body.  Follow the same steps as the 
bottom of the shark.  bottom of the shark.  bottom of the shark.  bottom of the shark.      

15.15.15.15.      Next will be the cut line will stitch around but do not cut or remove from hoop.  The   Next will be the cut line will stitch around but do not cut or remove from hoop.  The   Next will be the cut line will stitch around but do not cut or remove from hoop.  The   Next will be the cut line will stitch around but do not cut or remove from hoop.  The 
placement line for the tail fin will stitch.  Line up the finished tail fin with the bottom of placement line for the tail fin will stitch.  Line up the finished tail fin with the bottom of placement line for the tail fin will stitch.  Line up the finished tail fin with the bottom of placement line for the tail fin will stitch.  Line up the finished tail fin with the bottom of 
the body .  Tape in place with extra sticky stabilizer or with painters tape.the body .  Tape in place with extra sticky stabilizer or with painters tape.the body .  Tape in place with extra sticky stabilizer or with painters tape.the body .  Tape in place with extra sticky stabilizer or with painters tape.    

16.16.16.16.     There will be a tack down stitch.  If there is a placement problem now is the time to fix  There will be a tack down stitch.  If there is a placement problem now is the time to fix  There will be a tack down stitch.  If there is a placement problem now is the time to fix  There will be a tack down stitch.  If there is a placement problem now is the time to fix 
it.  Make any adjustments needed.  A satin stitch will  cover the join,it.  Make any adjustments needed.  A satin stitch will  cover the join,it.  Make any adjustments needed.  A satin stitch will  cover the join,it.  Make any adjustments needed.  A satin stitch will  cover the join,    


